English Composition
Curriculum Progression Roadmap

Secondary
School

Extend and refine their
use of non-fiction
language features:
- Technical
vocabulary linked
to topic
- Precise description

Use a range of
verb forms for
effect:
- Progressive
- Perfect
- Modal

Effective use of
organisation
features in
fiction and
non-fiction:
- Balancing
action,
description
and
dialogue
- Fact and
opinion
- Bullet
points
- Tables,
charts and
diagrams

Extend and refine their
use of narrative
features:
- Reported speech
instead of direct
- Repetition for effect
- Power of Three
linked to grammar
expectations

Control and
maintain plots:
- Use
foreshadowing
- Dialogue to move
action on
- Stories told from
more than one
viewpoint

Use different
ways of opening
and closing
narratives

Make choices about
the most efficient
way to note ideas,
drawing on research
from a range of
sources where
necessary

Pre-Req
ARE Composition Skills across the year

Use a range of verb
forms:
- Progressive
- Perfect
- Modal

Pre-Req

Control plots:
- Use of
foreshad
owing
- Dialogue
to move
action
on

Explore and
use their own
techniques to
note ideas,
drawing on
research where
necessary

Opportunities for
various levels of
formality

Compose and rehearse more
complex sentences before
writing, including dialogue

Year
5

YEAR
6

Extend and refine
their use of narrative
language features:
- Reported speech
instead of direct
- Repetition for
effect
- Power of Three
linked to
grammar
expectations

Use a range of
figurative
language:
- Similes
- Metaphor
- Personification
- Allusion
- Idioms

Extend and
refine their use
of non-fiction
language
features:
- Technical
vocabulary
- Precise
description

ARE Composition Skills across the year
Expand their knowledge
of non-fiction language
features:
- Technical
vocabulary
- Precise nouns and
pronouns
- -Interesting and
relevant descriptive
language

Pre-Req

Expand their use of narrative language
features:
Figurative language
-similes, alliteration, hyperbole
Power of Three linked to grammar
expectations
Descriptive language drawn from own
reading

Record and note
ideas through
making notes,
story maps, flow
charts, boxing up
frames

Compose and
rehearse more
complex sentences
orally, including
with dialogue

Composition
AREEnglish
Composition
Skills across the year

Compose and
rehearse
sentences orally
– including
dialogue – before
writing

Consistently use the
language features of
non-fiction:
- Technical language
- Precise nouns and
pronouns

Record and note ideas
through making notes,
story maps, flow charts,
boxing up frames

Use a range of
organisational features
in fiction and nonfiction:
- Headings and
subheadings
- Columns
- Sequencing
- Captions

Use figurative
language:
-similes
-alliteration

YEAR
4

ARE Composition Skills across the year

Use the main features of non-fiction:
- Imperative verbs for instructions
- Adverbs
- Third person for reports

Pre-Req

YEAR
3
Write stories
with
characters
based on
class reading
and role play

Write stories
based o
familiar
settings: real
life /
traditional

Use simple
narrative
features:
-story
language
Power of three
Repetition
Figurative
language

Pre-Req

Dialogue may be
used with inverted
commas beginning
to be used accurately

Use the main language
features of narrative:
- Story language
- Powerful verbs
- Third person
- Tenses
- Power of Three

Use recurring
language

ARE Composition Skills across the year

Use the main organisational features in fiction and
non-fiction:
-clear beginning, middle and end
- Headings for posters
- Numbered instructions
- Information in sections

Create
simple
settings in
narratives

Create simple
story maps

8

YEAR
1
Children taught Initial
Code.
See phonics progression
document.

Use simple language
features of non-fiction:
- First person recounts
- Accurate nouns and
verbs
- Some use of specific
vocabulary

Use of simple
organisational
features:
- Captions
- Instructions
in right order

ELG Writing

Write recognisable letters,
most formed correctly
Spell words by identifying
sounds and representing
sounds with letter(s)

Orally
rehearse
sentences
before
writing

Create simple characters in
narratives:
Heroes or villains
1 or 2 main characters
Describe appearance,
feelings

ARE Composition Skills across the year
Plan by
talking
about ideas

Create simple plots in
narratives with an
opening, build-up,
dilemma and
resolution/ending –
based on class stories
with repetitive structures

Write for
audiences
and real
purposes

EYFS

Write simple phrases and
sentences that can be read
by others

Record ideas
(e.g story
maps, flow
charts..)

YEAR
2

Pre-Req

Develop stamina
with opportunities
for more extended
pieces of writing

Nursery

